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Description of Short and Tailored Training Courses
1

Introduction

The aim of WP3 in AT-SGIRES project is to develop new teaching modules in the field of Smart Grids and
Grid-connected systems. The modules to develop have been selected based on the outcomes of WP1
(Scoping and needs analysis of Smart Grid teaching modules). In WP1, surveys were developed, distributed,
and their data analyzed to scope the current situation of Smart Grids and Grid-connected systems teaching
and the needs of industrial stakeholders in the MENA region. The developed modules under WP3 are:
-

Basic module – Part I: Smart Grid and Grid-connected systems

-

Basic module – Part II: Technological Innovation on Smart Grids and Renewable Energy Sources

-

Economics of Electricity systems and policy

-

ICT and Cyber Security for Smart Grids

-

Home Automation/Distribution Automation

-

Fundamentals of power systems and power electronics

-

Fundamental of power system protection and IEC 61850

One of WP3 outcomes is to develop short courses and tailored programmes. These short courses will be
delivered as multiple‐day courses in the fields of Smart Grids technologies and applications. In addition,
tailored programmes that target groups identified by WP1 will be made available to widen the scope of
knowledge dissemination. This document presents the description of the short courses and tailored
programmes to be delivered during the implementation phase of AT-SGIRES modules. The target groups and
their training needs were defined based on the surveys’ results obtained in WP1 and the input gathered
from consulting industrial stakeholders registered in the project network.
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Target groups

The selected target groups to attend the short courses and tailored programs are the stakeholders working
in the energy related fields. These target groups include:
 Utility employees,
 Research centers,
 Companies,
 Public associations,
 Ministries,
 NGOs
4

In the following, the target group for each short course and tailored programme will be defined.
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Selection of the training modules

After reviewing the “Smart Grids Survey Report” from WP1 that targeted stakeholders operating in various
energy fields (Universities, research centers, companies, public associations, ministries, engineers, students,
and NGOs), the results of the survey showed that participants have strong knowledge in the renewable
energies but they lack skills in energy economics, Smart Grids technologies, Demand-Side Response, and
how one can transition from conventional networks to smart grid. In addition, the results summarized some
of skill deficiencies and the needed skills for Smart Grids engineers to acquire, such as (e.g. the lack of severe
and conscious investment, the absence of a legal framework to accompany the implementation of the Smart
Grids.
The results showed that the institutional capacity and experience are needed for a successful Smart Grids
plan and the needed topics are:
 Information systems/information technology.
 Customer database structure, organization.
 System/data security.
 Distribution automation.
 Computer science: programming/application development.
 Project management.
 Group/team-based project design and implementation.
 Business process fundamentals, management, economics.

Moreover, most participants mentioned that there is a need to educate the decision makers on Smart Grid
technologies. This will speed up the transition in the countries of MENA region towards the Smart Grids and
the implementation of micro-grid concept. These suggestions can be summarized as follows:
 Knowledge and a strong background in Smart Grids.
 Workshops and awareness seminars on the importance of smart networks and cooperation between
the university and decision-making centers and capital.
 Scientific lectures, practical training, cooperation between the university and companies working in
the field of renewable energy and that providing services to the electrical network (maintenance,
feasibility study, installation new assets,, …..etc.).
 Training courses, engineering specialization, scientific and technical cooperation between the
universities and companies.
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Finally, most of the participants showed their interest in attending training courses to gain new experience
and skills related to smart grid technology.
After analyzing the above results of the survey, three training modules were defined. These modules can be
delivered as short and tailored training courses.
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Short and tailored training modules

Based on the criteria explained in section 3, the following short and tailored modules were defined:
1- Smart Grid technologies and their application to smarten traditional power systems;
2- Network automation, energy management system, and communications technologies in Smart Grids;
3- Power system protection and Cyber Security for Smart Grids.
In this paragraph, the description of selected training modules, and the target groups and learning outcomes
for each module are defined. The outline of these modules are also presented.
4.1

Smart grid technologies and their application to smarten traditional power systems

This tailored course will be designed based on the materials of following modules developed under the ATSGIRES project:
- Basic module – Part I: Smart Grid and Grid-connected systems
-

Basic module – Part II: Technological Innovation on Smart Grids and Renewable Energy Sources

-

Fundamentals of power systems and power electronics

4.1.1 Target group(s)
The target group of this module is Engineers working in:
 Research centers,
 Companies,
 Public associations,
 Ministries,
 NGOs
4.1.2 Learning outcomes
At the end of the module, trainees will be able:
 Describe the background motivation for the adoption of Smart Grid technologies with reference to
the financial, reliability and environmental landscape.
 Illustrate the challenges and possibilities brought by Smart Grid and Grid-connected systems.
 Distinguish between methods for operating the Smart Grid and optimizing Smart Grid functions.
 Analyze the application of information and communication technology to Smart Grid applications.
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 Describe the benefits and limitations of Grid-connected systems in existing and modern power
systems
 Explain the need for a transition from the classical power system to Smart Grid technology.
 Recognise the technical characteristics of Smart Grid.
 Analyze current electricity distribution networks and associated technologies.
 Describe the new test technologies associated with Smart Grid technologies.
 Evaluate the new methodologies for electric energy storage systems.
 Recognise the impact of information and Data Acquisition systems.
4.1.3 Module Context and description
The module discusses the international and national development towards the future’s renewable electric
energy system, and the concept known as smart grid. The starting point is the understanding the benefits,
characteristics, and pillars of smart grids. The module gives also a basis to understand the role of energy
storage system and active network management. The module provides the trainees with basic knowledge
about the renewable generation sources and their integration in Smart Grid.
4.1.4 Module Outline
Chapter 1: Introduction to the Smart Grid concept


Definition of the Smart Grid



Characteristics of the Smart Grid



Smart Grid benefits



Smart distribution networks versus conventional distribution networks
o Why distribution networks need to be smart
o Evolution of distribution networks into Smart Grids


Flexible electricity networks to integrate the expected energy evolution



Active distribution network with full integration of demand and distributed energy
resources



Examples of Smart Grid projects/initiatives
o US Smart Grid efforts
o European Smart Grid efforts

Chapter 2: Pillars of Smart Distribution


The relationship between Smart Grids and Smart Markets in distribution systems



Pillar 1: Automation and remote control of local distribution networks
o Voltage control
o Opportunities for power flow control
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o Automated and remote-controlled recovery of supply after fault trips
o Enhanced MV protection concepts
o The economics of the smart grid enhancement in distribution


Pillar 2: Flexibility from virtual power plants: smart aggregation
o Introduction to virtual power plants
o Demand side management: the role of storage and controllable loads
o Business models of virtual power plants on prospective markets



Pillar 3: Smart metering and market integration of the consumers
o Introduction to digital metering technology
o Dynamic tariffs
o The impact on consumer behaviour: demand side response
o Electric vehicle management



Communication needs for smart distribution

Chapter 3: Energy Storage


Energy storage services



Characteristics of energy storage



Energy storage for grid systems
o Technologies types and properties
o Interface to grid
o Locating and sizing storage
o Service combinations
o Case study

Chapter 4: Innovative renewable energy sources
 Solar Energy
 Wind Power
 Geothermal Energy
 Biomass
 Water and Maritime Power
Chapter 5: Smart Generation - Resources and Potentials
 New Trends and Requirements for Electricity Generation
 Volatile Renewable Energy Sources: Wind and Sun
 Cogeneration of Heat and Power Applying Renewable Energy Sources


Bio Fuel Power Plants
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Geothermal Power Plants



Fuel Cells

Chapter 6: Current Test Technologies for Smart Grid
 PV panel testing
 Introduction to testing technologies for Smart Grid
 Application of Advanced Magnetic Sensor in Smart Grid
 Application of fiber Optic Sensor in Smart Grid
 Innovative Test Technologies for Smart Grid
Chapter 7: Integration of Photovoltaic Systems in Smart Grid
o Photovoltaic system architecture
o Photovoltaic system design
o Integration legislation (standards and utility code) technics (HF transformer, transformer less)
Chapter 8: Integration of Wind energy systems in Smart Grid
o Wind energy system architecture
o Wind energy system design
o Integration legislation (standards and utility code)
Chapter 9: Integration of Fuel cell systems in Smart Grid
o Architecture of fuel cell
o Integration standards and utility code
Chapter 10: Substations in Smart Grid
 Substation Automation Architecture and Technologies
 From Smart Substations to Smart Grid
 Implementation of Smart Grids in Substation
Chapter 11: Active Network Management


Introduction to active network management (ANM)



Drivers for active network management



Impacts of distributed generation on distribution/transmission



Planning of active network management
o Ancillary services
o Distribution network planning



Network reconfiguration
o Typical MV network configuration
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o Reconfiguration reasons: power ratings, voltage limits, reduce losses, planned maintenance,
faults
o Reconfiguration methods: manual, radio-controlled, fully automated. Requirements,
consequences and advantages or disadvantages of each


Active control management
o Control hierarchy of ANM
o Protection system
o Automatic control system (decentralized)
o Area control level (centralized)



Information and automation systems as a heart of ANM
o Control centre information system
o IT architecture of ANM
o Automation systems



Summary
References

4.2

Network automation, energy management system, and communications technologies in Smart Grids

This tailored course will be designed based on the materials of following modules developed in AT-SGIRES
project:
-

Basic module – Part I: Smart Grid and Grid-connected systems

-

ICT and Cyber Security for Smart Grids

-

Home Automation/Distribution Automation

4.2.1 Target group(s)
The target group of this module is Engineers working in:
 Utility employees;
 Universities;
 Research centers;
 Companies;
 Public associations;
 Ministries; and
 NGOs.
4.2.2 Learning outcomes
At the end of the module, trainees will be able:
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 Define and describe the different communications techniques wired and wireless ones with their
advantages and weaknesses.
 Compare and choose the suitable technologies to adopt and implement depending on the
considered context, small- or large-scale grid.
 Simulate and evaluate communications scenarios on the Smart Grid context using MATLAB/Simulink.
 Demonstrate and build blocks of a SCADA Systems, including remote terminal and unit intelligent
electronic devices.
 Define and describe the energy management systems (EMS) for control centers, and distribution
automation and distribution management (DA/DMS) systems.
4.2.3 Module Context and description
This module aimes at introducing the concept of distritution automation. It will tackle distribution
automation from the different angles. The module introduces communications technologies to mainly
power engineering trainees. It presents a background overview of the different communications techniques
with their respective challenges related to the propagation channels and the deployment scale. Then, a
more detailed presentation of the different communications tools and techniques that will be used in the
smart grid context, such as power line communication (PLC), wireless sensor networks (WSN) and 4G/5G
Mobile Networks. Some laboratory tasks will be done on Matlab in order to get in touch with the
performance of the different techniques and challenges that can be faced on a real deployment scenario,
where a large number of sensors and collected data will play a major role on the selected techniques.
4.2.4 Module outline
Chapter 1: Pillar1 of Smart Distribution - Automation and remote control of local distribution networks


Introduction



Pillar 1: Automation and remote control of local distribution networks
o Voltage control
o Opportunities for power flow control
o Automated and remote-controlled recovery of supply after fault trips
o Enhanced MV protection concepts
o The economics of the smart grid enhancement in distribution

Chapter 2: Distribution Automation System (DAS)


Introduction



Purpose of Distribution Automation
o Protection
o Control
o Measurement (data acquisition)
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o Monitoring
o Communication


Architecture for power system automation



Substation Automation



Distribution Automation



Analysis of actions and benefits of automated systems



Distribution management and automation systems functions



Operational Potential Applications of DAS



Conclusion

Chapter 3: Introduction to ICT Information System for Power System


Information architecture for the Smart Grid
o Grid Equipment layer
o Communication infrastructure layer
o Data Storage layer
o Data application layer



Communication architecture for the Smart Grid



Mapping ICT application in the Smart Grid



Summary



References

Chapter 4: Introduction to the communication concepts




Definition of Information Data


Signals and Systems



Time and Frequency Domains

Definition of Communication technologies


Transmission Chain



Propagation channels
o Wired and Wireless
o Constraints and Challenges



Summary



References

Chapter 5: Smart Grid Communication System


Classification of power system communication according to their functional requirements
o Real-time operational communication systems
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o Administrative operational communication systems
o Administrative communication systems


Existing electric power system communication infrastructure and its limitation



Smart Grid communication system infrastructure
o Home area network (HAN)
o Neighbourhood area network (NAN)
o Wireless Sensors Networks (WSN)



Communication technologies
o Power line communications (PLC)
o Wireless Networks (IEEE 802 series)


WLAN, ZigBee, ...



Multi-protocol label switching (MPLS)

o Mobile Communications



LTE, 5G

Smart Grid Scenarios
o

Technologies challenges



Cyber security of power systems



Summary



References

Chapter 6: Design and sizing of a communication system for the Smart Grid


Design and sizing scenarios
o HAN
o NAN



Introduction to Matlab/Simulink
o Simulation of the different scenarios
o Evaluation of the communications performances



Summary



References

4.3

Power system protection and Cyber-Security for Smart Grids

This tailored course will be designed based on the materials of following modules developed in AT-SGIRES
project:
-

Basic module – Part I: Smart Grid and Grid-connected systems

-

ICT and Cyber Security for Smart Grids
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-

Fundamental of power system protection and IEC 61850

-

Fundamentals of power systems and power electronics

4.3.1 Target group(s)
The target group of this module is Engineers working in:
 Utility employees;
 Universities; and
 Ministries.
4.3.2 Learning outcomes
At the end of the module, trainees will be able:
 Determine of the faults that occur in a power system
 Recognize the power system protection
 Choose the appropriate protection devices
 Coordinate of protection working in the power systems
 Describe and select the appropriate earthling systems
 Recognise Cyber security and privacy.
 Determine the Computation challenges in the Smart Grid/renewable energy.
 Describe the distributed approaches to data processing in the grid.
 Define ICS and SCADA which is playing a vital role in a Smart Grid infrastructure.
4.3.3 Module Context and description
This module covers introduction to active network management, power system protection, and cybersecurity. The fundamentals of power system protection and the analysis of power system will be recognized.
After that, the components of protection system and the coordination and management of the protection
devices will be presented. The methods of protection of power system components will be reviewed. The
protection of distribution/transmission networks will be also explained. The IEC 61850 standard will be
presented, and its application will be also explained. The different concepts related to cyber-security for
Smart Grid will be explained such as the hacking and the privacy. The privacy concerns will be discussed and
the different security models for SCADA and control rooms in Smart Grid will be described.
4.3.4 Module outline
Chapter 1: Active Network Management


Introduction to active network management (ANM)



Drivers for active network management
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Impacts of distributed generation on distribution/transmission



Planning of active network management
o Ancillary services
o Distribution network planning



Network reconfiguration
o Typical MV network configuration
o Reconfiguration reasons: power ratings, voltage limits, reduce losses, planned maintenance,
faults
o Reconfiguration methods: manual, radio-controlled, fully automated. Requirements,
consequences and advantages or disadvantages of each



Active control management
o Control hierarchy of ANM
o Protection system
o

Automatic control system (decentralized)

o Area control level (centralized)


Information and automation systems as a heart of ANM
o Control centre information system
o IT architecture of ANM
o Automation systems



Summary



References

Chapter 2: Fundamental of power system protection


Need for protection



Faults, types, and effects



Simple calculation of short-circuit currents



Characteristics of a good protection

Chapter 3: Power system analysis


Mathematical modelling basics
o Phasor and per Unit system
o Zbus method.
o PQ bus method.



Simulation of power system in MATLAB/Simulink



Load flow.
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Fault analysis.



Transient and Fast transient stability.



Power Quality and Harmonics.

Chapter 4: Components of protection systems


Instrument transformers: CT and VT



Circuit breakers: types and comparison of CB types



Protection relay: traditional, digital, and Smart relays



Tripping batteries



Experimental Assessment of Relay Operating Performance

Chapter 5: Coordination and management of protection devices


Timing coordination



Sensitive fault earth protection



Reliability protection



Speed protection



Protection zones

Chapter 6: Transformer, Switchgear and generator protections


Types of transformer fault



Differential protection



Types of bus fault



Parallel operation of a generator with the grid

Chapter 7: Protection of distribution and transmission networks
Chapter 8: Protection and control communications with IEC 61850 standard
 Introduction to communication protocols
 Overview of IEC 61850
 Reference model of and the structure of IEC 61850
 The data model
 Application of IEC 61850 for substation protection
 Future application of IEC 61850 in Smart Grids
Chapter 9: Hacking the Smart Grid


Identifying a target



Vulnerability
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Attack tools



Attack methods



Introduce cyber-attack issues which are critical for national infrastructure security and customer
satisfaction.



State of the art of cyber security issues of a critical power system infrastructure are illustrated
elaborately.

Chapter 10: Privacy Concerns with the Smart Grid


Privacy risks associated with the Smart Grid



Privacy impact assessment



Mapping security requirements to Smart Grid environments



NISTIR 7628 Smart Grid cyber security architecture



EU M/490 and the SGCG reference architecture for the Smart Grid

Chapter 11: Security Models for SCADA, ICS, and Smart Grid


Safe enablement through smart policies



Application controls



User Controls Network Control



Remote user of smart grids

Chapter 12: Securing the Smart Grid


Implementing security control within Smart Grid endpoints



Establishing strong boundaries and zone separation



Protecting data and applications within the Smart Grid



Situational awareness
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